Individuals put in impressive performances
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Arnold also exhibited talent with an 8.1 score for her twisting vault, a personal best this season on floor 7.25. Her balance beam routine showed some of the more difficult tricks of the meet, including a backwalkover-back-flip and a front-flip. She finished with a twisting dismount for a score of 7.00 and Pease made an especially strong performance in her first all-around competition.

MIT's team score topped a record low of 119.3, but it was not enough to take the meet. Salem edged out Albany with a score of 115.75 to 115.08.

The women traveled to Connecticut College this weekend and will be home to face Salem State again Feb. 14.

Arkansas and MIT

With a score of 119.3, but it was not enough to take the meet. Salem edged out Albany with a score of 115.75 to 115.08.

The women traveled to Connecticut College this weekend and will be home to face Salem State again Feb. 14.

Rode Island vs. MIT

With a score of 119.3, but it was not enough to take the meet. Salem edged out Albany with a score of 115.75 to 115.08.

The women traveled to Connecticut College this weekend and will be home to face Salem State again Feb. 14.

Rhode Island vs. MIT

With a score of 119.3, but it was not enough to take the meet. Salem edged out Albany with a score of 115.75 to 115.08.

The women traveled to Connecticut College this weekend and will be home to face Salem State again Feb. 14.